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General Game Playing 

Given a game described by the Game Definition Language (GDL), a General Game Player (GGP) can play that game 

against any other player. 

Games with large search spaces are possible! (E.g.: chess, breakthrough, Go, … ) 

Monte Carlo Tree Search with Relational Reinforcement Learning 

Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) runs many simulations of the game in order to build up a search tree. In standard 

MCTS these simulations are random. 

We may use Relational Reinforcement Learning (RRL) to guide  the simulations and thus increase the quality of 

these simulations.  Using old simulationdata, we use RRL to generate a “Q-Tree”. This tree estimates a part of 

the valuefunction telling us how good a certain state is. 

In last years implementation, only one such Q-Tree was used! 

Even though this implementation lost in the 1/8th finals of the GGP-competition last year, it only lost from the would-be 

champion of that year. 

This year, instead of using one big Q-tree, we prefer to use multiple smaller trees.   

It’s faster to generate  k trees of size N, than to generate one tree of size kN 

Each tree approximates different parts of the valuefunction 

Results 

The new player, using  multiple trees, wins up to 90% 

games on the old player, depending upon the number of 

trees used, game settings and whether or not a feedback 

loop is present. 

Future Work 

Currently the Q-trees are dependent on the old ones 

because of the feedback loop. By limiting the feedback  

loop, so that old Q-trees only have an effect on the Q-

tree replacing them, performance may be further 

improved. 

A maximum to the number of Q-Trees is set 

Simulations with old Q-trees can be used to build the new Q-trees, through a 

feedback loop.  

Combining multiple, smaller trees 

Imagine the red figure to the left to be a valuefunction;  different values on the x-

axis correspond to a different state.  The y-axis indicates how good  that state 

would be (to us). 

In between the green lines, is what a Q-Tree could accurately estimate. 


